Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Numerous studies have sought to determine whether the occurrence of a sound at a particular location can affect visual processing. These include classic studies of the so-called ventriloquist effect (e.g., Howard and Templeton [@CR18]; Thurlow and Jack [@CR48]; Bertelson and Radeau [@CR3]), plus studies on other audio-visual psychophysical effects (e.g., McDonald et al. [@CR28]; Vroomen and de Gelder [@CR49]; Teder-Salejarvi et al. [@CR47]; Lippert et al. [@CR22]; Freeman and Driver [@CR12]), including the beep-flash illusion (Shams et al. [@CR41]) or crossmodal exogenous spatial cueing (see Spence et al. [@CR44], for review). In that paradigm, a sound is presented concurrently with (or shortly prior to) a visual target that can appear at the same location or elsewhere. Several studies have now shown that visual detection latency (e.g., Farah et al. [@CR9]), subjective visual intensity (e.g., Stein et al. [@CR45]), or even visual detection sensitivity d′ (e.g., McDonald et al. [@CR28]; Frassinetti et al. [@CR10]) can be enhanced at the location of a cue sound, relative to elsewhere. Moreover, several visual discriminations (e.g., upper/lower localization) can show enhanced performance at the lateral location of a sound versus elsewhere (e.g., Spence and Driver [@CR42]; see Spence et al. [@CR44], for review). Overall these studies show that auditory stimulation can affect visual processing, but the level at which this arises can remain unclear. For example, there has been surprisingly little study of whether visual *orientation* discrimination---long considered to be a primary function of early visual cortex (cf. Hubel and Wiesel [@CR19], Hubel et al. [@CR20]; Weiskrantz [@CR50]; Morland et al. [@CR30]; Stoerig and Cowey [@CR46])---can be enhanced in discriminative sensitivity (d′) at the location of a sound. Here, we studied orientation discrimination for Gabor patches, since this is known to tap into the function of early visual cortex.

A further new issue arises from Romei et al. ([@CR37]), who noted that *looming* sounds (that rapidly increase in amplitude) may provide a particularly salient stimulus (see also Bach et al. [@CR1], [@CR2]; Neuhoff [@CR31]; Seifritz et al. [@CR40]) with multisensory implications. Humans and other primates show particular responsiveness to looming sounds (e.g., Neuhoff [@CR31]; Seifritz et al. [@CR40]; Ghazanfar et al. [@CR13]; Cappe et al. [@CR6]; Maier and Ghazanfar [@CR24]), possibly as these might indicate potential threat. Romei et al. ([@CR37]) suggested that such looming sounds may exert particularly powerful crossmodal influences on visual cortex. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) revealed that phosphene thresholds (i.e., the intensity of TMS over occipital cortex required to generate an illusory flash) was reduced in the context of harmonically structured looming sounds, relative to "static" or receding (see below) versions of the same sounds. This was interpreted as an increase in excitability of visual cortex due to structured looming sounds. Consistent with some previous research on looming sounds (e.g., Maier et al. [@CR25]; Maier and Ghazanfar [@CR24]), the effect on visual-phosphene threshold disappeared when using white noise rather than sounds with rich harmonic structure, presumably as white noise does not produce an adequate looming percept.

Romei et al. ([@CR37]) suggested that the effective (structured) looming sounds have particularly strong crossmodal consequences for visual processing, but no objective psychophysical consequences for judgments of external visual stimuli were documented. Moreover, unlike many of the behavioral audio-visual studies mentioned above (e.g., Spence and Driver [@CR42]; McDonald et al. [@CR28]; Frassinetti et al. [@CR10]) or a recent TMS study by Bolognini et al. ([@CR4]), presentation of sounds to the same or opposite hemifield as that assessed visually was not varied. Accordingly, here we used sounds taken from Romei et al. ([@CR37]), but now in combination with a psychophysical measure of visual orientation discrimination for Gabor patches (tapping into the function of early visual cortex), with sounds located in the same or opposite hemifield relative to the external visual target.

Participants had to judge on each trial whether a visual Gabor patch was oriented clockwise or anti-clockwise from vertical. We manipulated whether this visual Gabor patch appeared in the same hemifield as the looming, static, or receding sound, or at the symmetric location in the opposite hemifield (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on Romei et al.'s ([@CR37]) finding that looming structured sounds facilitate visual cortical excitability, we predicted better visual orientation discrimination sensitivity (d′) on the side of the looming structured sound.Fig. 1Schematic of successive events within a trial for Experiments 1 and 2. Participants maintained fixation on a central square, as confirmed by eye-tracking for the analyzed trials. A tilted Gabor patch was then presented unpredictably to the *left* (as shown) or *right* (equiprobable) visual hemifield, concurrently with a sound on the same or opposite side. Participants reported the perceived orientation of the Gabor patch (*tilted clockwise* or *anti*-*clockwise* from vertical) by button press, then a new trial started. The inset at bottom-left depicts how the intensity profile was manipulated to produce the different sound types. Note that the "static" sound had a constant intensity value that was the mean of the other sound types, while the "looming" and "receding" had the same intensity profile as each other but reversed (i.e., rising or falling, respectively)

Experiment 1 {#Sec2}
============

Methods {#Sec3}
-------

### Participants {#Sec4}

Eighteen participants (eight women) had a mean age of 24 years (range 18--33). All reported normal or corrected visual acuity and normal hearing. They gave informed consent in accord with local ethics.

### Apparatus {#Sec5}

Stimuli were presented on a 21″ CRT display (Sony GDM-F520) at a distance of 66 cm in a dark room. Video mode was 1,600 × 1,200, screen refresh rate 60 Hz. Mid-gray luminance was 65 cd/m². The monitor was calibrated using a Minolta CS-100A colorimeter. Two small stereo PC speakers were placed in front of the monitor on either side, 4.2° of visual angle below each of the two possible visual stimulus locations (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Eye position was monitored with an infrared CRS 250 Hz High Speed Eye-Tracker (<http://www.crsltd.com/>). Stimulus control and data recording were implemented on a standard PC, running Psychophysics Toolbox 3 (Brainard [@CR5]) and the CRS Video Eyetracker Toolbox under Matlab r2007b. Manual responses were made using a standard PC keyboard.

### Stimuli {#Sec6}

Visual target stimuli were Gabor patches composed of a 2D sinusoidal luminance grating with spatial frequency of 3 cycles per degree, within a Gaussian amplitude envelope of standard deviation 0.33°. Visual targets were presented at maximum contrast, for 250 ms randomly on either the left or the right side of a black 0.05° central fixation point, at 9° eccentricity. Auditory stimuli were 400 Hz triangular waveforms of 250 ms duration, sampled at 44.1 kHz (cf. Romei et al. [@CR37]). Triangular waveforms are harmonically rich, containing the fundamental frequency plus all of its odd-numbered harmonics, with their amplitudes falling off in odd-integer ratios. We employed three different types of such sounds (see inset at bottom-left of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). *Looming* sounds had exponentially rising acoustic intensity (as in Romei et al. [@CR37]), from 55 to 75 dB Sound Pressure Level (SPL) as measured with an audiometer at the position of subjects' ears. *Receding* sounds had exponentially falling acoustic intensity from 75 to 55 dB SPL. Static sounds had a constant 65 dB SPL (i.e., the average intensity level of looming and receding sounds). All sounds had 5 ms onset and offset ramps to avoid clicks. Auditory stimuli were generated with Cool Edit Pro Software (Syntrillium Software Corp, <http://www.syntrillium.com>), as in Romei et al. ([@CR37]).

Procedure {#Sec7}
---------

### Visual-orientation threshold estimation session {#Sec8}

For each participant, 5 min practice preceded threshold estimation. In order to avoid floor or ceiling effects in visual orientation discrimination, participants then underwent several visual-orientation threshold estimation blocks (range 3--5 blocks) to define for each participant their orientation discrimination threshold (target level of 75% correct) using the method of constant stimuli. Each threshold estimation block comprised 140 trials in which Gabor patches with different orientations (ranging between 3.5º and 0.30º clockwise or anti-clockwise from vertical) were presented in pseudorandom order to one or other visual hemifield, as in the main experiment but without sounds. Participants were required to perform a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) orientation discrimination task, in which they had to indicate as accurately as possible whether the briefly presented Gabor patch on each trial was tilted anti-clockwise or clockwise from vertical, by pressing, respectively, the left or the right arrow of the keyboard with corresponding index fingers.

To estimate the threshold for 75% correct orientation discrimination separately for the left and right hemifield visual presentations, we used the *psignifit* toolbox (<http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/>) version 2.5.6 for Matlab, which implemented the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann and Hill ([@CR51]) for Weibull curve fitting.

### Experimental session {#Sec9}

Before data collection, the eye-tracker was calibrated using a nine-point grid (23º × 17.5º, 11.5º of horizontal spacing between points, 8.75º of vertical spacing between points). A head stabilization device prevented head movements.

The visual Gabor orientation values (i.e., offset from vertical in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction) for the main experiment were individually set (see above) at the predetermined 75% correct threshold (mean threshold for the left side: 1.36º ± 0.17 Standard Error; right side: 1.53º ± 0.16) for orientation discrimination, according to the preceding threshold estimations. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation on the central fixation point (as confirmed via eye-tracker, see below). Gabor and sound location (left or right hemifield) were chosen randomly and independently on each trial. Thus, sound location did not predict the hemifield of the visual target (nor the orientation of that visual target). Visual targets were coupled equiprobably with a concurrent looming, receding or static sound. All sounds onset synchronously with visual onset and offset synchronously with visual offset.

As in the preceding threshold estimation session, participants were required to perform the 2AFC orientation discrimination visual task, indicating whether the briefly presented Gabor patch was tilted anti-clockwise or clockwise of vertical. Accuracy of this response was stressed, not speed, given our d′ measure (see below), and it was emphasized that all sounds were irrelevant to the task.

Factorial combination of the independent variables sound type (looming, receding, and static) and Hemifield (same vs opposite side of the visual target) generated six possible stimulus conditions, which were sampled with equal frequency and presented in a pseudo-random sequence. Note that our design allows us to compare the impact of different sounds on the same versus opposite side of the Gabor, rather than the less subtle contrast of sound presence versus absence (which we did not compare as any impact of that might just reflect alerting). Participants thus performed a visual orientation discrimination task for which the auditory stimulation was irrelevant (note that the sounds did not provide any information about visual target side nor about visual target orientation). The experiment was subdivided into ten blocks of trials with an overall number of 960 trials for each participant. There were 160 trials for each of the six intermingled conditions.

Data analysis {#Sec10}
-------------

Performance accuracy was comparable for left and right visual targets overall (proportion correct for the left side was 0.77 ± 0.01 SE; for the right side: 0.77 ± 0.01, *t*(17) = 0.33, *P* = 0.73, n.s.). Subsequently, all data were collapsed across visual hemifields.

For each participant, we computed sensitivity (d′) and criterion (c) for each stimulus condition, using standard formulae as in Macmillan and Creelman ([@CR23]), namely:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\text{c}} = - \left[ {{\text{z}}({\text{H}}) + {\text{z}}({\text{F}})} \right]/2 $$\end{document}$$where z(H) stands for the z-transform of the hit rate, while z(F) stands for the z-transform of the false alarm rate. For purposes of scoring hits and false-alarms in the discrimination task, a clockwise tilt was treated as "target-present" arbitrarily, as in any signal-detection analysis of discriminations (MacMillan and Creelman [@CR23]).

Eye traces were recorded during actual stimuli presentations (250 ms) on every trial. Offline analysis showed that participants maintained fixation within a 2.5° square around fixation for \>96% of trials. Trials on which participants did not maintain fixation within the 2.5° window were removed from analyses. There were no significant differences between conditions in the proportions of such excluded trials (looming congruent: 3.84%; looming incongruent: 3.76%; receding congruent: 3.65%; receding incongruent: 3.40%; static congruent: 3.85%; static incongruent: 3.83%; *F*(5,85) = 0.29, *P* = 0.91, n.s.).

Finally, d′ and criterion data were analyzed using repeated-measure analysis of variance (two-way ANOVAs), with sound type (i.e., looming, receding, static) and hemifield (i.e., same or opposite hemifield) as orthogonal factors; plus Newman-Keuls tests when required.

Results and discussion for Experiment 1 {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------

The sensitivity (d′) results are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, as group means with standard-error bars. Note the higher sensitivity specifically in the looming congruent condition (leftmost bar). The ANOVA on d′ scores showed no main effects of sound type \[*F*(2,34) = 0.31; *P* = 0.74, n.s.\] and only a marginal effect of hemifield congruency \[*F*(1,17) = 3.41, *P* = 0.08)\], but a significant interaction \[*F*(2,34) = 8.24, *P* \< 0.001\]. Sensitivity in the looming spatially congruent condition (d′ = 1.87 ± 0.10 SE) was significantly higher than in the looming spatially incongruent condition (1.58 ± 0.08; *P* = 0.001). This congruency effect was not present for receding (*P* = 0.59) nor static sounds (*P* = 0.98). Thus, visual orientation sensitivity benefited from a looming sound on the same versus opposite side as the visual target, but there was no such spatial effect from the other sounds (which gave a "null" outcome instead). Indeed, the looming spatially congruent condition showed higher sensitivity than any of the other conditions (all at *P* \< 0.05 or better; see asterisks in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Mean visual orientation discrimination d′ (SEM indicated) for each condition in Experiment 1. *Asterisks* point to significant differences between looming spatially congruent and all other conditions, \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01. See main text

A comparable ANOVA on criterion scores revealed no significant terms \[for main effect of sound type, *F*(2, 34) = 1.88, *P* = 0.17; for main effect of congruency, *F*(1,17) = 1.14, *P* = 0.30; for interaction, *F*(2,34) = 1.57, *P* = 0.22, all n.s.\].

Thus, Experiment 1 revealed a benefit in visual orientation discrimination sensitivity specifically for visual targets on the same side as a looming sound, even though such sounds provided no information about visual orientation itself. This appears consistent with Romei et al.'s ([@CR37]) proposal (based on a very different method incorporating TMS) that structured looming sounds can enhance visual processing. Here, we confirmed this specifically for visual Gabor orientation sensitivity (which taps into the function of early visual cortex) in the hemifield of such a sound. Romei et al. ([@CR37]) had not compared the visual hemifield of the sound to the other visual hemifield, so here we go beyond Romei et al. ([@CR37]) work not only in extending the impact of looming sounds to objective visual orientation sensitivity but also in showing the spatial specificity of the crossmodal effect.

Another aspect of the Romei et al. ([@CR37]) study was that while structured looming sounds modulated excitability of visual cortex (as measured with TMS), ramping up the intensity of white noise instead did not produce the same looming impact on visual cortex excitability as was found for structured looming sounds that underwent the very same intensity manipulation. This is presumably because white-noise stimuli do not produce a sufficiently naturalistic cue for a looming percept (see also Maier et al. [@CR25]; Maier and Ghazanfar [@CR24]). In our second experiment, we too used the white-noise control sounds (which equate the physical intensity manipulations, but not the looming or receding percept) as employed by Romei et al. ([@CR37]). We predicted that the advantage in visual orientation sensitivity on the side of the sound with ramped-up intensity should disappear (analogs to the disappearance of the TMS effect in Romei et al.).

In sum, we replaced the structured sounds that were used in Experiment 1 with white noise that had rising, falling, or constant intensity (from 55 to 75 dB, or the reverse; or "static" 65 dB intensity, exactly as before). If the previous advantage for visual orientation discrimination sensitivity (as found in Experiment 1) on the side of the "looming" sound depends merely on ramping up of physical auditory intensity, then it should be replicated in Experiment 2. If instead it depends on the looming percept, then analogous to the Romei et al. ([@CR37]) TMS effect, the psychophysical impact on visual orientation sensitivity should now disappear.

Experiment 2 {#Sec12}
============

Methods {#Sec13}
-------

### Subjects {#Sec14}

Fifteen participants (only two of whom had already taken part in Experiment 1) took part in Experiment 2 (mean age = 24.9; age range = 19--33; eight men and seven women). All reported normal or corrected visual acuity and normal hearing. All participated with informed consent.

### Apparatus {#Sec15}

The experimental apparatus was identical to Experiment 1.

### Stimuli and procedure {#Sec16}

The procedure was as in Experiment 1, except that we now replaced the structured complex sounds used in Experiment 1 with white-noise stimuli (see also Romei et al. [@CR37]), but otherwise using identical rising or falling or static physical-intensity profiles (from 55 to 75 dB, or the reverse, or fixed at 65 dB). Our white-noise stimuli were generated exactly as in Romei et al. ([@CR37]).

Data analysis {#Sec17}
-------------

Data analyses were identical to Experiment 1. Offline eye analyses showed that participants maintained fixation within a 2.5° square around fixation on \>96% trials, with no differences between conditions in the percentage or rejected trials with fixation loss (increasing-intensity congruent: 3.16%; increasing-intensity incongruent: 3.91%; decreasing-intensity congruent: 3.52%; decreasing-intensity incongruent: 3.27%; fixed-intensity congruent: 3.76%; fixed-intensity incongruent: 3.10%; *F*(5,70) = 0.90, *P* = 0.48, n.s.).

Results and discussion for Experiment 2 {#Sec18}
---------------------------------------

Sensitivity (d′) and criterion (c) data were again analyzed using repeated-measure analysis of variances (two-way ANOVAs) with sound type and same or different hemifield as orthogonal factors. ANOVA on d′ showed no significant terms (for main effect of sound type, *F*(2,28) = 0.09, *P* = 0.92; for hemifield congruence, *F*(1,14) = 1.05, *P* = 0.32; and for the interaction *F*(2,28) = 0.49, *P* = 0.62, all terms n.s.); see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Mean d′ (SEM indicated) for each condition in Experiment 2. Unlike Experiment 1, there were no differences between conditions when now using the white-noise sounds rather than the structured sounds of Experiment 1. See main text

Likewise, the ANOVA on criterion scores showed no significant terms (for main effect of sound type, *F*(2,280) = 2.74; for hemifield, *F*(1,14) = 0.25; for the interaction, *F*(2,28) = 3.11, all *P*'s \> 0.05, n.s.).

Thus, the significant impact of structured looming sounds on visual orientation sensitivity (d′) that had been found in Experiment 1 (for visual Gabors on the same side as the looming sound) was not present for the increasing-intensity white-noise control sounds (as used by Romei et al., [@CR37]) in Experiment 2. To confirm that this difference in outcome was significant, we directly compared the sensitivity results of Experiment 1 and 2, after computing the *change* in sensitivity between spatially congruent and spatially incongruent conditions (i.e., the difference in d′ between those conditions) for each sound type; see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, which plots the Experiment 1 results with dark bars and the Experiment 2 results with light bars.Fig. 4Mean differences in d′ between spatially congruent and incongruent conditions (SED indicated) for each sound type in Experiment 1 (*dark bars*) or Experiment 2 (*light bars*). Note that only the structured looming sounds in Experiment 1 produced a spatial congruency effect on visual orientation discrimination d′. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01

These d′-difference data were then analyzed using a mixed model ANOVA with group (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2) as a between-subjects factor and sound type (i.e., looming/increasing, receding/decreasing, and static/fixed) as a within-subjects factor. For this between-group analysis, we removed those two participants that took part in both the experiments. Analysis of the d′ differences showed not only a main effect of group \[*F*(1,27) = 4.07, *P* = 0.05\] but more importantly a significant interaction between group and sound type \[*F*(2,54) = 5.43, *P* = 0.007\]. This was specifically due to the difference in d′ between looming spatially congruent and incongruent conditions being significantly higher (*P* = 0.005) in Experiment 1 (structured complex sounds) than in Experiment 2 (white noise with rising intensity). By contrast, there was no difference between the (null) impact of sounds on visual orientation sensitivity in the same-minus-opposite-hemifield for receding structured sounds versus decreasing-intensity white noise (*P* = 0.79); nor for static structured sounds versus fixed-intensity white noise (*P* = 0.71).

Discussion {#Sec19}
==========

Our two experiments investigated the possible impact of different auditory stimuli on visual sensitivity in Gabor orientation discrimination, which should tap into the function of early visual cortex. Visual orientation discrimination has been strongly associated with early visual cortex (e.g., Hubel and Wiesel [@CR19], Hubel et al. [@CR20]; Orban et al. [@CR33]; Harrison and Tong [@CR17]), so one basic question here was whether such a visual task could be modulated by sounds, even when audition provides no information about the location or orientation of the visual target. A further new question, triggered by the recent TMS study of Romei et al. ([@CR37]), was whether looming sounds in particular might have a differential effect on a visual psychophysics task that taps into early visual cortex.

Our participants had to discriminate whether the single visual Gabor patch presented on each trial was tilted slightly clockwise or anti-clockwise from vertical. This Gabor patch could appear unpredictably in the left or in the right hemifield, with central fixation maintained on the analyzed trials. At the same time as the Gabor patch appeared, a sound was played, also from the left or right, but with its location equally likely to be on the same or opposite side as the visual target (as in so-called exogenous spatial cuing paradigms; Spence and Driver [@CR500]). Following Romei et al. ([@CR37]), we used structured looming, or receding, or static sounds in Experiment 1. Romei et al. had found that structured looming sounds in particular can modulate excitability of visual cortex, as assessed with TMS. Here, we found that visual orientation sensitivity (d′) was enhanced by a looming sound on the same side as the visual target, relative to the comparable sound appearing on the opposite side (and indeed, relative to all the other types of sound used in our experiments here). By contrast, the receding or static sounds produced no such "spatial congruence" effect on visual orientation sensitivity in Experiment 1; and neither did any of the control white-noise sounds used in Experiment 2, including even those that underwent the same physical rising-intensity manipulation as for the effective structured looming sounds of Experiment 1 (see also Romei et al. [@CR37]).

Thus, we found a specific benefit in visual orientation discrimination sensitivity on the side of a structured looming sound. This arose even though such a sound provided no information about whether the visual target would appear on the same or opposite side as the structured looming sound and no information about the visual orientation of the Gabor itself. This highly specific crossmodal effect thus joins a growing body of evidence for multisensory influences that can arise even when the influencing modality (here, audition) provides no information about the specific property that has to be judged for the influenced modality (here, vision). See Driver and Noesselt ([@CR8]) for a review of other multisensory phenomena that seem analogs in this particular respect.

The specific multisensory influence documented here is consistent with Romei et al.'s ([@CR37]) proposal that looming sounds facilitate visual processing by rapidly increasing excitability of visual cortex, presumably as such sounds indicate a potential threat for which it could be useful to obtain further visual information. Here, we go beyond Romei et al.'s ([@CR37]) results, extending them psychophysically by showing that visual orientation processing of Gabors (which taps into early visual cortex) can be enhanced by a structured looming sound. Moreover, we find that this multisensory enhancement is specific to the side on which the looming sound appears, demonstrating that it cannot be explained by nonspecific "arousal." Although concurrent neural measures will be required to document the underlying neural correlates of the particular psychophysical effect, we document, here, the hemifield-specificity of our effect already indicates that it needs to be more (spatially) specific that just a general increase in excitability of visual cortex as a whole. Looming sounds might serve as a particularly salient cue for spatial attention; alternatively they might tap into more specific "threat-related" circuitry for enhancing early visual processing. Applying neural measures to our new paradigm should shed light on this.

Our results are broadly consistent with a wider literature documenting that looming stimuli can be particularly salient and effective (e.g., see Bach et al. [@CR1], [@CR2]; Ghazanfar et al. [@CR13]; Graziano and Cooke [@CR15]; Maier et al. [@CR26]; Neuhoff [@CR31]; Schiff [@CR38]; Schiff et al. [@CR39]; Seifritz et al. [@CR40]) and produce specific multisensory benefits (Cappe et al. [@CR6]). fMRI data indicate that looming versus receding structured sounds activate a wide network (e.g., Seifritz et al. [@CR40]) including superior temporal sulci, middle temporal gyri, and right temporoparietal junction, plus the amygdala (e.g., Bach et al. [@CR1]). Numerous studies already exist showing that crossmodal and multisensory influences can arise even for early, sensory-specific cortex (e.g., see Driver and Noesselt [@CR8]; Giard and Peronnet [@CR14]; Molholm et al. [@CR29]; Raij et al. [@CR34]; Ramos-Estebanez et al. [@CR35]; Romei et al. [@CR36]; Martuzzi et al. [@CR27]; Noesselt et al. [@CR32]; Kayser et al. [@CR21]; Cappe et al. [@CR7]). But to our knowledge the specific case of influences from looming versus receding sounds upon early visual cortex has yet to be tested with neural measures.

Our new psychophysical results also add to a substantial body of existing behavioral evidence that sounds can influence some visual judgments (e.g., Frassinetti et al. [@CR10], [@CR11]; Vroomen and de Gelder [@CR49]; McDonald et al. [@CR28]; Spence and Driver [@CR42]; Teder-Salejarvi et al. [@CR47]; Stein et al. [@CR45]; Lippert et al. [@CR22]). But again the key difference is that here the visual enhancement was specific to the case of a *looming* structured sound on the same side as the visual target (in addition to the important fact that here the benefit was found for visual Gabor orientation sensitivity in particular). This specificity for looming structured sounds seem consistent with recent proposals (e.g., Maier et al. [@CR25]; Romei et al. [@CR37]) that such sounds may be particularly effective at engaging other modalities, because they provide salient warning cues. Here, we show that the multisensory benefits of looming sounds can be spatially specific, rather than merely reflecting nonspecific arousal.

The present results suggest several potentially fruitful lines for future research, including the following: (1) assessing the exact spatial specificity by comparing visual performance at different eccentricities within a visual hemifield, as a function of the location of a looming structured sound; (2) testing for spatially specific impacts of looming sounds on visual cortex itself, with neural measures; (3) testing whether looming sounds can influence processing in other modalities also, such as somatosensation, as might be the case for a sound that approaches the body or head and signaling an imminent collision (Hall and Moore [@CR16]; Bach et al. [@CR1], [@CR2]; Neuhoff [@CR31]; Seifritz et al. [@CR40]); (4) dissociating perceptual versus physical aspects of looming sounds, in terms of the impact on vision.

The present results already demonstrate that (structured) looming sounds can produce multisensory effects that receding, static or white-noise control sounds do not, specifically improving visual orientation sensitivity on the side of the looming structured sound. In many practical situations, looming sounds might thus be particularly useful for enhancing visual processing.
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